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Caulobacter crescentus is a bacterium which is widely spread in aquatic environments. 
Since  it  is  the only bacterium discovered so f ar that co ntains al l three k inds of  
cytoskeletons, it has become a model system for studying cytoskeletons in bacterium. 
 
Crescentin is a protein that is homologous to eukaryotic intermediate f ilaments, one 
kind of  c ytoskeleton i n e ukaryotes. Thus, the s tudy o f cr escentin may somehow 
improve ou r unde rstanding of  t he i ntermediate f ilaments i n e ukaryotes. Previous 
studies show that crescentin is involved in cell shape formation: when the protein is 
absent, t he bacterium a dopts a  s traight m orphology i nstead of  t he nor mal c rescent 
shape. 
 
But what is the molecular mechanism that determines the cell shape? The strategy I 
used includes three steps. First, the bacterial two-hybrid system, a selection system to 
discover protein-protein interaction, was used to search for the candidates that might 
interact  with  crescentin.  Second,  genetic  methods  were  used  to mutate genes  and  
attach a peptide causing the gene product (protein) to fluoresce so it could be seen in a  
microscope, to elucidate the function of t hose genes. Third, based on the f unctions  
of interacting proteins, biological test was designed to find out how crescentin controls 
the cell shape. 
 
Four candidate genes showed positive results in the two-hybrid assay. They are popZ, 
cc_2998, cc_0548 and cc_3145. PopZ is a ne wly characterized cell-cycle dependent 
protein a nd both t he t wo-hybrid a ssay a nd c o-immunoprecipitation (a t echnique for 
testing protein-protein interactions) results indicate it m ay i nteract w ith crescentin, 
however, how this interaction occurs remains unknown. Several recombinant strains 
were constructed to s tudy CC_0548, but  its function and distribution is unclear. For 
CC_2998 according to the result obtained it appears to be a heat-inducible protein.   
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